
This research investigates the practical, theoretical 
and policy implications of city-deployed cameras in 
seven US cities. Social values associated with privacy, 
public goods, and open data drive the work. As 
more cities deploy monitoring and sensing 
technologies of all sorts, cameras are in the front 
lines of data-gathering. For example, traffic cameras 
are used by cities and institutions all over the world 
to monitor various activities in the name of safety 
or efficiency. However, there are no commonly 
accepted standards for the use of the data such 
cameras provide, leading to concerns about 
City/State monitoring, particularly as AI and 
analytics applied to camera outputs become more 
pervasive and capable.

As the phrase “smart city” has achieved currency, 
the specifics of what contributes to a city “being 
smart,” who oversees the component systems that 
contribute the intelligence to city systems, and what 
they may mean for individual citizens’ lives remain 
poorly understood and defined.

Introduction

1) What is the current status of municipal policies 
and experiences with public cameras? 

2) How do cities grapple with ethical issues 
associated with the data their cameras capture?

Research Question

Methods

Research Highlights Expected Output

1) Case Study: Austin, TX

2) Comparative Case Chicago, Detroit, Portland, 
San Diego, San Francisco, and Seattle 

3) Delphi Survey: on risks and benefits, governance, 
technical capabilities, and public engagement

4) Focus Group: students, activists, tech workers, 
local government staff

1) Conference Paper: Smart cities and ethical 
policies: The challenges of public cameras and AI 
@ The 49th Annual Research Conference on 
Communications, Information, and Internet Policy

2) Conference Paper: Public policy meets public 
surveillance @ The 22nd annual conference of the 
Association of Internet Researchers

3) Conference Panel: Data transparency, civic 
participation, and global data @ The 72nd Annual 
International Communication Association Conference 

4) Journal Article: Journal of Information Policy (submitted)

 What are the two most important issues
local government should consider when 
passing an ordinance that regulates public 
camera systems?

o data (access, use, retention)
o transparency
o privacy

 What are the primary risks of public 
camera systems?

o abuse/misuse
o privacy
o police access

 What are the primary benefits of public 
camera systems?

o safety
o situational awareness
o response improvement 

 What capabilities should staff working with 
public camera systems have?

o training (privacy, appropriate use, security)
o accountability
o activity log
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